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Australian designed and manufactured



Local design.

Local manufacture.

Local sensitive data not leaving our shores.
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Innoflight Technology is an uncrewed aerial vehicle manufacturing company with a focus on manufacturing industrial surveying aircraft. With
a passion for aviation, design and additive manufacturing we are in a very lucky position to be loving our work and the technology we use.
INF has aircraft worldwide with partners and distributors that we work very closely with, we pride ourselves on listening to customer feedback
and implementing design changes quickly according to our customer requirements.

Innoflight (INF) was founded in 2004 in Taiwan. INF initially produced RC helicopter electronics and gyro systems for many well-known
hobby companies. INF was the first company to develop a flybarless rotor control gyro in the world. INF soon realized they had engineered a
gyro that was going to change the RC helicopter industry forever, and it did! In recent years INF changed its focus from the hobby market and
to the commercial UAV industry – with a major focus on Full size avionics. The first commercial autopilot released was the JM-1 which paved
the way for the future which has grown from strength to strength through technology and manufacturing abilities.

INF now provide autopilot technology to some of the largest companies around the world and has proven itself as a reliable OEM Company.
INF technology is utilised in the surveying, agricultural spraying, hobby and military markets for single rotor, multi rotor and fixed wing aircraft.
With the development of this autopilot technology, Innoflight International Pty Ltd, an Australian company was registered in Sep 2019 with a
single director – Stephen Greig. Innoflight International developed their own helicopter UAV platform, the Galaxy, which features the latest in
autopilot, servo and manufacturing technology from Innoflight. The Galaxy UAV system achieved much acclaim as being a reliable and
robust system. Galaxy systems can now be found throughout the America’s, Europe and Australasia.

In Aug 2021 Innoflight International Pty Ltd underwent a business restructure with the addition of a new director, Andrew Lashmar. Innoflight
International Pty Ltd has continued the core business activities of design, development, manufacturing and supply of Commercial Remotely
Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS).  

Innoflight International is very proud of everything we do as a team and stand by our products. We have an excellent support structure in
place and aim to keep our valued customers happy.

Who we are.



2020 2020 2021 2022

Singe rotor Galaxy UAV 
helicopter released 
receiving international 
acclaim, resulting in 
Galaxy being utilised 
throughout the 
America’s, Europe and 
Australasia.

Joint partnership 
formed with leading 
geomatic company 
Spatial Collect who 
have delivered DRFA- 
funded outcomes for 
restoration works in 
excess of AUD $250 
million

Sole Australian 
distribution rights 
established for 
LiDARUSA LiDAR 
systems. 

Hybrid propulsion 
successfully developed.

Sister company INF 
Design founded 
specialising in product 
design & development 
within the unmanned 
vehicle, consumer, 
commercial, transport, 
infrastructure, and 
transport industries

In-house manufacturing 
established allowing 
rapid prototyping 
implementing design 
changes quickly 
according to market 
changes bespoke 
customer requirements.

INF founded in Taiwan 
initially producing RC 
helicopter electronics 
and gyro systems for 
many well-known 
hobby companies. 

First company in the 
world to develop a 
flybarless rotor control 
gyro revolutionising RC 
helicopter industry. 

First commercial 
autopilot developed 
and released. 

2009 20182004

Milestones. 



We are immensely proud to not only manufacture locally here in Australia but we also 
take great pride in being able to research, develop and manufacture in-house. Our 
forward thinking team of designers have at their disposal the latest tools for design, 
product visualization, engineering analysis, and prototyping including having a suite of
world leading composite additive printers on site.

This allows us to be at the forefront within the industry thus ensuring our customers 
always receiving state-of-the-art products providing short response times to changing
market conditions and catering to bespoke customer requirements all, the while 
achieving cost efficiency that we pass on to our valued customers. 

Research and development. 



The ScanLift M Series.
The the ScanLift M Series is a professional medium to heavy lift UAS multirotor 
platform that is designed and developed as an extremely efficient and safe way to
carry a wide range of payloads. It has been purposed built for reliability and 
ruggedness having been tested in some of the harshest environments in the 
world. 

This reliability and toughness paired with the fact that sensitive data gathered 
 does not leave its localised area (although unspoken it is rumoured and well 
known within the industry that sensitive data gathered is possibly being sent to 
foreign countries). This has resulted in the ScanLift being sought-after and utilised
throughout the America’s, Europe and Australasia.

The ScanLift's  ease of use allows field teams be able to focus more on getting 
good data as opposed to complex aircraft operations and with the optional hybrid
propulsion system an incredible 120 minute flight time is possible (*payload & 
weather dependent). 



Features.

Ease of use from beginners to experienced pilots

Autonomous take off & landing capability

Straightforward pre-flight and post-flight checklists

Intuitive ground control system with long range communication

Full autonomous flight capability via proprietary mission planning software

Dual motors providing redundancy back up x 8

Quick connect mount for changing payloads 

Tough custom carry case providing minutes from case to flight

Integrated payload dampening system minimising vibrations

Data highly secured not leaving our shores, no auto updates & permission only hardware pairing

Australian designed & manufactured for rugability and reliability

Battery power supply redundancy (2 x  main power supply batteries, 1 x backup autopilot  battery)

Optional extra's: parachute system, hybrid power supply, GCS upgrades, laser height sensor, + custom requirements



Auto Pilot 

World class Jupiter Plus Autopilot flight controller with 
full autonomous flight capability. 
Duel inertial measurement units (IMU).
Duel magnetometer (compass heading).
Internal dampening.
Duel power supply & redundant back up battery.
CNC precision case.
Commercial grade components.
Secure In-house INF source code.
Customer firmware integrations available
UAV CAN, TTL, PWM, i2Z.

Quick Connect Mount 

Changing payloads could not be any simpler or faster 
with our dove tail mounting system. Unscrewing the lock 
and pushing your payload forward will release your 
payload from the ScanLift. The integrated dampening 
system also ensures minimised vibrations on your 
payload.

Tough Carry Case 

Minutes from case to fly. The ScanLift  case is not only 
tough and portable but is also commercial airline weight 
and size compliant. One person can easily manoeuvre 
the case with the built-in wheels and retractable handle.

Standard features.



Dual Motors Redundancy x 8

Dual motors provide all important back-up redundancy 
in the unlikely event of motor failures  allowing the UAV 
to still maintain flight with only four  motors operating (x4 
configuration). Heavy lift up to 8kg, increased wind 
tolerance. 

Parachute

If our Autopilot system detects any flight parameters outside
the normal ranges then all the motors shut down and the 
parachute is deployed automatically. The parachute is also 
non ballistic and  commercial airline transportable. 

Single Motor x 4 

A single option provides more efficiency with increased 
flight times but the tradeoff being a lighter MTOW 
(Maximum Take Off Weight) of up to 4kg payloads.

Options.



Laser Sensor

The laser sensor allows terrain following or in flight 
height above terrain telemetry helping to mitigate risk 
including maintaining data collection accuracy and 
spatial awareness. 

Ground Control Station Duel Option 

Single or duel GCS's and screens with BVLOS (Beyond 
Visual Line of Sight). For large corridor mapping duel GCS's 
allow for GCS handover from one GCS to another GCS. 
Customizable modems and control integrations available.  

First Person View Camera 

The onboard FPV camera allows the pilot to see the 
ScanLifts's point of view from a secondary ground 
screen. AV or HDMI options available for FPV or payload 
video link.

Options.



Real-Time Kinematic 

The SL Series UAV's are RTK ready and seamlessly link 
with our own RTK base station or customers existing 
base stations. Allowing to receive real time GPS 
information and geologging of images as they are 
 triggered during flight. RTK also increases navigational 
accuracy. 

Optional Payload Voltage

5v, 7v, 12v, 24v
Power payloads from main batteries, no need for seperate 
payload battery.  

Hybrid Propulsion

Our optional hybrid attachment system which can be 
added or removed when required extends the flight time up 
to an impressive 120 mins (*dependant on 
payload/weather variables) with full battery redundancy. 

Options.



Intuitive System 
A ground control station (GCS) is used to operate the ScanLift, this is an intuitive
control system with built in windows tablet and long-range communication link
for simple and safe operation’s. 

Quality Flight Control System
The Scan Lift robust hand-held Eco ground control station (GCS) is a portable
command and control station featuring an industrial grade touchscreen
Windows™ 10 computer with a secure 900MHz encrypted data link that is
FAA/FCC ID: NS913P900 compliant. The Eco GCS operates via intuitive
joystick/switches to control the aircraft in ight for simple and safe operations. The
Eco GCS is designed to operate in harsh eld conditions with battery runtime of
4h continuous use and has an IP67 weather resistant rating.

Proprietary Software 
The Jupiter+ Auto Pilot flight controller, provides the worlds finest control. The Auto Pilot is 
capable of carrying out full autonomous ight with our proprietary mission planning software. 

Mission Planning Software
Innoflight's mission planning software, i- Ground Control (i-GCS) versatility sets it's self apart 
from all the others. i-GCS comes installed on the ScanLift ground control station and can 
also be loaded on to other computer's. This allows you to create missions in the field or at 
your office. INF Terrain Software add-on compliments our standard i-GCS software for 
complex terrain navigation. INF Terrain  uses the global SRTM map of user importable 
DTM's. 

Ground control system & software.



Our optional hybrid attachment system which can be added or removed when required extends the flight time 
up to an impressive 120 mins  (*dependant  on payload/weather variables) with full battery redundancy. The 
INF hybrid system makes the ScanLift a workhorse for those large jobs, removing the need to land multiple 
times per mission.  

Hybrid propulsion system.



Real-Time Kinematic

Flight Control Station 
Ground Control Station 

Dual motor redundancy

Single motor efficiency 

First Person View Camera

Parachute redundancy

Optional terrain sensor

Optional Payload Voltage

Optional hybrid power supply

Add options.



Airframe 
Carbon fibre frame 
Stainless steel screws 
Integrated dampened payload mount 
IP55 Rated Electric motors 

Power Options (either or both) 
25,000mah HV 6s lithium polymer (x2) - recommended
Hybrid Engine (includes batteries)

Safety
Parachute system 
Laser following height sensor 
Redundant flight motors 
First Person View (FPV) system

Measurements 
Span: 1.32 m (52") Motor to motor 
Dry Weiqht: 7.35kq 
MTOW: 21kg (x8), 17kg (x4)
Propeller size: 28"Carbon Fibre - folding 

Flight Control
INF Ground Control System
INF GCS has been designed for extended range use; we utilise a long-range 
FCC approved 900 MHz data modem. For BVLOS (Beyond Visual Line of Sight) 
operations it is possible to use 2 GCS systems and Daisy chain them to allow 
extended flight operations. 

INF Terrain
INF Terrain Flight Planning add-on. Global SRTM or custom DTM importing. 
Navigate terrain changes with ease. 

Max Survey Speed: 
12m/s 

Endurance
Up to 45 minutes (batteries) or up to 120 minutes (hybrid). Battery sizes, 
environment and/or payload will reduce these.

Standard: No Additional cost   
Optional: Additional cost

Specifications.



First Service Free (*one month from sale)
Aircraft mechanical check and hardware inspection (excludes shipping &
parts*) Any firmware updates and/or software applied to aircraft and GCS 
Aircraft flight tested to customer payload specifications and certified 
Loan aircraft available in the event of an incident grounding customers aircraft
(excludes shipping fee) 
Online support and response 12hr for all enquiries

"When our customers invest in us we invest in them. 
We value our customers and their success with our 

equipment is paramount, that is why we offer our after 
sales success  plans for peace of mind."

Tier 1
Aircraft mechanical check and hardware inspection (excludes shipping &
parts*) Two inspections per subscription period. 
Any firmware updates and/or software applied to aircraft and GCS. 
Aircraft flight tested to customer payload specifications and certified 
Loan aircraft available at a reduced daily rate (30% discount) in the event of an
incident grounding customers' aircraft (excludes shipping fee) Online support
and response 12hr for all enquiries

Tier 2 
Aircraft mechanical check and hardware inspection (excludes shipping &
parts*) Any firmware updates and/or software applied to aircraft and GCS. 
Aircraft flight tested to customer payload specifications and certified 
4 inspections per subscription period 
Replacement of Propellers 
Loan aircraft available at reduced daily rate (80% discount) in the event of an
incident grounding customers aircraft (excludes shipping fee) Online support
and response 12hr for all enquiries

* Part cost discounted by 15%.

Customer service plans.



Headquarters: 
Unit 2, 86 Shore street W, Ormiston, QLD 4160, AU

Postal:
PO Box 3029
Victoria Point West, QLD, 4165

Sales:
sales@innoflighttechnology.com
Tel: +61 428 188 127 (Australia)

www.innoflighttechnology.com

Contact Us.


